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Celebrating safety

Renville shop takes loss-free day count to new heights

Celebrating innovation

Two divisions join forces to manufacture mirrors

Chaser Jenson heads
for pair of milestones

Transystems marks
its 70th anniversary

Reports from our
division managers

New equipment
rolling in
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This was no accident

obody was hurt bringing in the beets in
Renville last campaign. Heaping success
upon success, the
Renville shop crew has
worked 500-plus days
without a loss. That’s impressive
stuff, but it is no surprise to me.
The shop’s lead technician, Randy
Wareberg, and his team reached that
no-loss pinnacle by grabbing hold of
Transystems’ safety culture and
owning it. Division Manager Mike
Rood also deserves credit for nurturing a culture of safety.
During his years at Transystems,
Mike always has supported safety
enthusiastically. Mike gets team
members to buy into it. He coaches
and empowers his people, and it
pays off every time for the crew, the
company, and the customer.
The Minnesota Division safety
success reflects positively on the

President’s
Corner

company’s safety team, headed by
Rich Carl and supported by Dave
Elsing, Ryan Fiala and Liz Carroll.
In the last couple of years, we have
celebrated more and more safety
successes companywide. We are
constantly aiming for new benchmarks. They make us strive harder
and reach higher.
We hold ourselves to strict safety

standards. Many companies define a
loss as “an employee being injured
enough to need medical attention.”
For Transystems, a loss is an event
as minor as a scratch or a torn fingernail. That’s how much we value
our people.
Like the Renville shop crew,
every Transystems employee is involved in safety. We watch out for
one another. We all do safety audits.
We look for unsafe conditions. We
offer solutions. That’s why every
employee shares in our successes.
Congratulations. Well done.

Scott Lind,
President and COO
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ON THE COVER: Renville shop crew, left to right, Randy
Wareberg, Carlos Villarreal (inside trailer), Julio Gonzalez
(kneeling in front), Randy Gores and Lucas Slagter.
Drayton Project Manager Kris Helm
fires up the grill for picnic season.
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Transystems has a Facebook page. Type “Transystems” in your
Facebook browser and click on our link, and then LIKE us. We
can then send you posts, information and updates from our company page. The URL is http://www.facebook.com/transystemsllc
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Teamwork’s mirror image

T

Innovation, teamwork merge to improve drivers’ visibility
By DAN BRENNAN
Vice President of IT and
Revenue Equipment

ransystems has a new
project transporting
portable structures or man
camps from Boise, Idaho,
to Nisku, Alberta. The
“Boise Project” is part of
the Idaho Division.
These loads are wide. Indeed, the
loads are so wide that drivers using
conventional mirrors cannot see beyond the front of the cargo.
Transystems’ tractor manufacturer
does not provide an option for wide
mirrors. In search of wide mirrors,
we contacted many vendors and visited trade shows. The only option in
the market for wide mirrors is a
heavy, bolt-on angle iron structure
that attaches to the tractor cab.
While these are effective, their appearance is not very professional.
They also present safety challenges
because the driver must climb on the
company. Each model led to imtractor and hang on with one hand
proved ideas and new modwhile adjusting the mirror
els.
with the other hand.
“The drivers
In the Red River Valley
Division Maintenance
really
like
Division, Ben Purrington
Managers Dirk Torix and
them, (the new and Aaron Vigness put their
Ben Purrington shared
with technicians the chalmirrors), and heads together to come up
with a concept. They
lenge of coming up with
they look
started working on a rebetter wide mirrors. Emgood.”
movable or telescoping
ployees in both the Idaho
mirror,
but found it viDivision and the Red
brated
too
much.
The next step was
River Valley Division took on the
making brackets to mount the mirchallenge.
rors on the tractors. That concept
We brainstormed ideas and the
was forwarded to Twin Falls.
technicians took off.
In Twin Falls, Dirk Torix and his
There were a few renditions and
crew researched the problem and
tests. Each one was shared across the

went to work. They built two different versions of the mirror and sent
them out on the trucks to get drivers’
feedback and then altered the mirrors accordingly. The third time was
a charm.
“The drivers really like them, and
they look good,” Dirk said.
From problem to problem solved
took little more than a month.
The final design is far superior to
existing technology in the industry.
This system is safe, professionallooking, mounts to existing brackets
(to preserve resale value), and is effective for visibility.
This is a home run for the team.
Summer 2012 TransTopix 3
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Transystems in its 70th year

eventy years ago, John S.
Rice saw opportunity coming down the road. Trained
as an economist, John anticipated changes in the way
petroleum products would
be delivered and established Rice
Transport with two trucks.
In 1942, petroleum products were
shipped by rail from refineries to
bulk distributors. From there, small
trucks delivered to filling stations.
John Rice foresaw a change to larger
trucks delivering
directly from reEditor’s
fineries and
note:
pipeline termiThis is the
nals to filling
first is a sestations. He was
ries of artiright. Direct decles about
livery became,
the history of and remains, the
Transystems model for distribution of petroleum products.
Rice Transport, and later, Rice
Truck Lines, expanded throughout
the 1940s and 1950s.
The company remained primarily
a petroleum carrier. While business
was good, there was room for improvement. The demand for petroleum products is seasonal, with
greatest demand in the spring and
summer. That left Rice Truck Lines
with idle equipment during some
times of the year. Idle tractors don’t
make money, and idle drivers don’t
bring home paychecks.
Twenty-two years after his father
founded the company, Mike Rice
joined Rice Truck Lines and began
searching for a seasonal commodity
that could counterbalance the petroleum hauling business.
Meet the beet.
Sugar beets are harvested and
stockpiled in the fall and delivered
4 TransTopix Summer 2012

Transystems’ equipment has become much more sophisticated
over the years.

to sugar factories during the fall and
winter, a perfect match for a petroleum hauler.
In the mid-1960s, 90 percent of
sugar beets were delivered to sugar
factories by rail. Rail transit took
days and, in cold climates, sugar
beets froze inside the rail cars. At
the factory, the beets were thawed
using hot water, which resulted in
the loss of sugar content.
Not so with beets delivered by
truck. Beets are less likely to freeze
to the trailers and do not need to be
thawed in order to be unloaded.
This preserves the full sugar content
of the beets.
Mike designed special trailers to
haul sugar beets.
The factories that Rice Truck
Lines hoped to serve received sugar
beets discharged from the bottom of
rail cars. Mike designed a sugar beet
hauling trailer that could discharge
beets in the same way as rail cars.
The novelty in Mike’s trailers was

that they were lightweight and held
large volumes of sugar beets. Sugar
beets take up a lot of space but do
not weigh much by comparison to
gravel or other commodities usually
hauled in bottom discharge trailers.
Rice Truck Lines began to haul
sugar beets in 1968.
What started out as a secondary
haul for the company became its
bread and butter. Transystems’ seasonality now is the opposite of the
pattern when petroleum was the
principal commodity transported by
Rice Truck Lines.
Going full circle, in recent years
Transystems has searched for hauls
to counterbalance the seasonality of
the sugar beet business. The company now has increased spring and
summer transportation of construction aggregates, limestone and coal.
The company recently began a nonseasonal project transporting oversize structures.
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New equipment rolling out

Transystems bulked up its fleet, purchasing 179 new tractors, 65 new trailers and new beet cleaners.
TOP: In Sidney, new equipment benefits both the MDU and Sidney Sugars coal hauls. New live bottom trailer, pictured, are already at work. LEFT: Two new Holmer beet cleaner-loaders are on the way
to Idaho from Germany. RIGHT: Boise Project will get 26 new sleeper units to pull CubeLite trailers
made by Transystems.
Summer 2012 TransTopix 5
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Greg ‘Chaser’ Jenson has driven 2 million miles for Transystems without a single loss. He’s entering
his 30th campaign and is about to log his 1,000th lowboy haul.

Chaser’s 2 million loss-free miles
haser Jenson already
has passed one milestone at Transystems
and is pulling up to a
couple more.
Achievement No. 1:
Chaser has driven more than 2 million miles for the company. “I kept
records from day one in September
of 1983,” Chaser said. “Due to our
1997 flood, I lost all those. But taking an overall average, I have surpassed 2 million miles with
Transystems.”
Achievements 2 and 3: Now he is
entering his 30th campaign with a
loss-free driving record and soon
will log his 1,000th trip pulling a
Transystems lowboy out of East

6 TransTopix Summer 2012

Grand Forks.
He started for the company driving a beet truck three decades ago
this campaign. He made the switch
to lowboy driver in 2003.
Chaser’s trips vary in length and
in load. When he’s doing short
hauls, Chaser can do two or three
trips a day. But then there are the
long hauls, like taking a loader from
Crookston to Renville or from East
Grand Forks to Sidney, a mere 382
miles each way. In the spring, his
load switches to mostly excavators.
While those long hauls may not
appeal to every driver, Chaser enjoys them.
“I love an adventure, and the long
trips are a challenge with everything

from getting the permits to keeping
the log book to facing the road conditions. I never turn down an adventure. And there is very little
monotony when you’re pulling a
lowboy; you aren’t just making 10
round-trips per shift,” he said.
The challenges are many. Poor
road conditions, snow, ice and other
extreme weather conditions. He’s
seen it all from his side of the windshield.
Chaser wasn’t born with that
name. Back in the 1970s, truckers
had “handles” when they talked on
their CBs. Gregory Jenson chose
Chaser as his handle and it stuck.
“Most people don’t know me by
any other name,” he said.
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‘Safety is the driving force’

W

hen it comes to the
broad training program
at Transystems, John
McCann is a man with a
plan. And every single
one of the company’s 1,400 employees is affected by that plan, whether
it’s a new driver learning to enter a
tractor properly or a seasoned manager getting a refresher course on
budgeting.
“Safety is the driving force,” John
said. “If you have an unsafe company, you aren’t going to make it.”
John has been making sure Transystems and its employees “make it”
since he took over as Director of
Training in 2007, a decade after he
started his career with the company
in Grand Forks.
When he took the job, his goal
was to bring all of the aspects of
training together. “Back then, we
were training our people, but it was
scattered,” John said. “I wanted to
boost the level of awareness and develop a formal program. As a former
safety manager, I wanted to bring
consistency to the program.”
And that’s just what he has done.
He has installed an online training
program, which is updated every
year. Now, there are two online
courses each month for every employee — from the drivers and
loader operators out in front to the
technicians and clerks keeping things
running in the background. “Everybody has a curriculum,” John said.
Each training program is customized to suit the group using it.
For example, specialized videos for
new-hire drivers include segments
on working efficiently, fuel conservation, equipment inspection, defensive driving and driving on bad roads
in tough weather conditions. New

“Lots of companies
do the basics, we do
more.”

hire or 20-year veteran, every Transystems driver has eight hours of
training each season. And the training is not focused only on behindthe-wheel skills. First Aid, handling
hazardous materials and an OSHA
refresher course also are parts of the
program.
Each year, John travels to each
Transystems project to teach new
trainers and refresh the skills of experienced trainers.
Transystems has more than 150
itemized training topics for line employees, John said. Company managers have their own 60-plus training
items to cover: Everything from
human resources, to budgeting and
from drug and alcohol awareness to
safety. Line employees train at the
project level. Managers gather at the
Great Falls Service Center for training each June.
“The managers’ curriculum varies
each year,” John said. “We get feedback months before the training to
find out what training they want.
That way they get focused information, instead of a barrage.” Each
manager goes home with a binder
full of contact information and a list
of resources.
One of the first innovations John
brought to the program was the use
of video training. He started with
loader training and worked with a
company in Twin Falls to write
scripts and produce 13 video segments, training operators on every
aspect of the job.

“It’s a vast amount of information,” John said.
Then he had to convince the drivers and loader operators of the value
of each and every sugar beet. “Beet
loss on a daily basis can cost the
company hundreds of thousands of
dollars,” John said.
He came up with a way to help
employees understand and value
each beet. “They learn why it’s important to not tear up the pile sites
and not run over the beets,” he said.

What’s ahead?

New training programs are on the
drawing board for the clerical and
technical staff. John hopes to standardize the administrative training
and improve on the OSHA training.
“I’m working with IT now,” he said.
There’s room to expand the technicians’ training, too, but “I’m waiting
for some down time,” he said.
While keeping all the company’s
training wheels rolling, John stays
focused on one goal. “The biggest
part is making the message consistent, so all the drivers, all the loader
operators, all the administrative staff
and technicians get the same message. From Idaho to North Dakota,
anywhere we operate: It’s consistency across the board. We run the
same everywhere we work.
How does John measure the success of the training program?
“Success comes from feedback,
fewer losses and employees taking
care of equipment. It’s when nobody
gets injured and there are fewer collisions,” he said.
“You can see it when you watch
our people operate. It’s quality
work,” he added.
“Lots of companies do the basics. We do more.”
Summer 2012 TransTopix 7
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546 days x 0 losses = Excellence

hings are right in Renville.
Case in point: The division’s shop team has
racked up an impressive
546 loss-free days, and the
safety clock is still ticking.
Minnesota Division Manager Mike
Rood places credit for the shop’s
success squarely on the shoulders of
the men who work there: Lead technician, Randy Wareberg and technicians Lucas Slagter, Carlos Villareal,
Julio Gonzalez and Randy Gores.
“The technicians really took ownership. It’s their deal and they take
pride in it,” Mike said. “They’re
dedicated. I may lead and coach
Carlos Villareal, above, and Lucas Slagter, below, work in the shop.
them, but it’s their shop And their
shop is a safe place to work because
assets that the technicians keep up to
of that attitude.”
our standards.”
“Safety is our culture,” lead tech“We don’t take shortcuts. There is
nician Randy said. “Nobody wants
a fast way to do things, and there is a
anyone on our team to get
safe way,” Randy said.
hurt. We look out for each
The shop matches the
“Safety is
other with the buddy syscampaign work schedule,
our culture.
tem.”
operating 24-7.
That buddy system is
During the campaign, the
Nobody wants
paying off for the shop
anyone on our technicians serviced and reand for the company.
paired 33 tractors, 51 trailteam to get
When every employee is
ers, a lowboy, four loaders
hurt. We look
watching our for others, a
and a beet loader and
out for each
safer workplace is the recleaner as well as all the
other with the support equipment that
sult.
“The techs don’t take
buddy system.” goes along with a camjob safety lightly. They do
paign.
it every shift, every day.
The techs performed oil
They’re proud of what they’ve acchanges, lubrication jobs, brake and
complished,” Mike said.
tire replacement, replacing worn or
The team has reason to be proud,
broken parts, troubleshooting, elecespecially considering the amount of
trical and air problems, welding and
work the crew has cranked out over
fabrication, and innovating with new
the past 546-plus days. Renville’s
ideas.
ment.
fully functioning, technical shop
When the campaign ended Feb. 18
All that without so much as a
faces all the hazards that go along
with 2 million tons moved, the
skinned knuckle, because even
with big equipment and tight turnshop’s work did not.
something as small as that is considaround times.
During the summer months, the
ered a loss.
“It’s a working shop that works
technicians tackled capital projects
Story continues on following page
safely,” Mike said. “There are lots of
and upgraded and rebuilt the equip8 TransTopix Summer 2012
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‘A working shop that works safely’

As defined by Transystems: A loss
is any event that results in bodily injury or property damage without regard for severity or cost. A cut that
requires a Band Aid is a loss. A
scratch on a bumper is a loss.
And there’s no looking the other
way when a loss occurs. “We don’t
look the other way. There’s ownership here and it’s paying off,” Mike
said.
So, how do you get to 546 lossfree days? First your team has to
want to make it happen, Mike said.
“Pick it off in little sections and they
add up to milestones,” he said.
Renville’s safety accomplishment
started with one loss-free month, followed by another. Then it was a
challenge to be loss-free until the
end of the campaign. Each time a
loss-free goal is reached, another one
is set.
“It’s great to be able to say, nobody
got hurt in Renville,” Mike said.
“Not a day goes by in this shop
that we don’t talk about safety,
whether it is with a manager or between techs,” Lucas said. “It’s always on the forefront.”
And they don’t leave it at the shop
door when they head home.
“Safety isn’t just at work, it’s a 247 focus and it’s real,” Mike said.
“They take safety home and bring it
back and share it,” he said, often
spending time around the break table
talking about safety at work and at
home. “Like, is it a good idea to let
your kid ride with you on the
mower?”
When new safety wristbands came
out, one technician asked for three
extras to take home for his daughters
Along with bragging rights, the
tech team got a steak lunch grilled
for them by Mike. “We made a big
deal of this because it is a big deal,”
Mike said.

Renville’s crew takes a break from work, but never from safety.
“We don’t

take shortcuts. There is
a fast way to
do things,
and there is
a safe way.”
Lead tech
Randy Wareberg, pictured
at left.
BELOW: Julio
Gonzalaz.

Summer 2012 TransTopix 9
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Red River Valley going green

he Red River Valley is
going green, back to Transystems team color. Thirty
new Freightliner Cascadia
tractors painted the telltale company green are
rolling in for the beet campaign.
Everyone is looking forward to the
green tractors coming back to the
RRV.
And the big green machines are
going to get a workout this year.
With early planting and good
weather for beets, we are looking at
an exceptional crop. We are planning to begin hauling Aug. 19, a little earlier than usual. A bumper crop
of beets calls for a bumper crop of
drivers and loader operators. We’ve
been running ads and plan five job
fairs. Recruiting is going well and
we also are making retention calls to
the seasoned employees we depend
upon.
We’ll be saluting those employees, welcoming them back and
greeting new ones at six company
picnics this summer. We kicked it
off July 18 in Grand Forks with a
new event, “Serving Those That
Served.” Our employees served
lunch and a big thank you to veterans and their families. We’ll follow
that up with picnics in each of the
five communities where our projects
are located.
We also welcomed a new supervisor, Shannon Colsen, in Moorhead.
Last year, we had a good campaign starting in the first part of September and wrapping up in May, but
the crop was smaller and the tonnage was down a little.
Our drivers succeeded in meeting
our No. 1 goal: No rollovers during
the entire campaign. That was a big

10 TransTopix Summer 2012

Division Reports

Red River Valley Division Manager Troy Carl with one of the 30
new green tractors that will be used in the sugar beet campaign.
success. Tear down was excellent,
too, our lowest year ever with the
fewest damaged culverts.
While all the projects did outstanding work and really stepped in
wherever they were needed, Nathan
Viergutz and his East Grand Forks
crew deserve extra praise for supporting the doubles haul out of interstate. The doubles haul always
consumes more time and resources,
but it is one of the keys to the Valley’s success. Hillsboro drivers
picked up extra shifts all season and
kept things going.
I also would like to thank everyone for pulling off the Crookston
yard to Hillsboro haul. It was a big

success. Our customer had a need
and the Transystems Team came
with bells on to get the job done.
Summer construction in McKenzie County, N.D., started slowly, but
twenty-two units are on site working
around the clock hauling gravel and
doing rotomill work.
I hope everyone had a great summer and I look forward to seeing
you soon.
THANK YOU again Moorhead,
Hillsboro, Crookston, East Grand
Forks and Drayton for an outstanding 2012 campaign.
Troy Carl, Vice President and
General Manager
Red River Valley Division

T
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What’s new is news in Idaho

W

Division Reports

e have signed new contracts, new equipment is
on its way to the Idaho
Division, and we have a
new office in Twin Falls.
In the first year of a five-year contract to haul portable structures from
Boise to Nisku, Alberta, we took delivery of 26 new sleeper tractors and
26 new extendable, drop deck trailers. This project is exciting news and
connects Transystems to Canada’s
natural resource development boom.
We have a six-year extension of
our contract with The Amalgamated
Sugar Company. The division is
gearing up for the campaign with 90
new Cascadia day cabs and twenty
22-foot pups being manufactured by
Transystems’ CubeLite project.
We have eight new John Deere
loaders for this contract.

We are expanding our
field loading
operations by
adding two
more field
loading and
cleaning machines. The
machines are
built by Holmer and are bigger than
the current ones which are made by
Ropa.
The new equipment will be put to
the test on a bumper sugar beet crop
this year. More acres were planted
and the crop is looking good, good
enough to begin the campaign early.
Twin Falls, Paul and American
Falls will begin hauling beets Sept.
13. Nampa starts a week later.
Summer projects kept the wheels

turning after the beet campaign
ended. Joel Garrison was project supervisor on the Knife River job and
his crew completed it without a loss.
A pair of projects in Grangeville,
Idaho, and near Jackpot, Nevada, got
up and running in early July and will
be complete in time for the beet harvest.
July and August are big recruiting
months for the division. Job fairs
and a big batch of picnics keep Transystems out front in the eyes of
prospective employees.
A 2012 Employer Support Freedom Award does not hurt either. The
division was nominated by an employee for the award in February and
received it in July.
Kevin Iversen, Vice President
and General Manager
Idaho Division

odd Albright has done a great
job during his first year as
Senior Project Manager at
Sidney.
Two years ago, we struggled to fill our trucks with drivers.
Last season, Todd started by hiring
Calvin Clemmer as Sidney Supervisor. With the help of his team, everyone got back to basics by following
Transystems policies and procedures.
We completed the campaign without having to hire independent carriers and with improvements in safety.
The community saw improved
professionalism from our team and
employees caring for one another.
Our Sidney customers, MDU and
Sidney Sugars, and the farmers
whose beets we hauled commented

numerous times that they appreciate
the improvements made by Todd and
his team.
It gets better. Employee retention
is up and our phone is ringing off the
hook with drivers calling in search
of jobs with Transystems.
How did that happen in an oil
boom town? Chalk it up to the reputation Todd has built for Transystems
as a good place to work.
It helps that Sidney got a new
shop and new employee housing last
year.
Todd and Calvin have built a
strong team in eastern Montana.
Todd, Calvin and the lead technician
Thomas Wallace’s focus on maintenance is seeing results in Sidney,
backed by the support and coaching
from VP of Maintenance Kevin

Cope. The equipment is in excellent
shape and is ready for the ongoing
MDU work and the upcoming beet
campaign.
Growers got off to a good start
with planting, and it is looking like it
will be a good growing season. Sidney Sugars anticipates a three week
extension in the campaign which
starts Oct. 1.
New equipment will benefit both
the MDU and Sidney Sugars coal
hauls. A new unloader and live bottom trailers which handle coal that
can be difficult to unload are in service.
The MDU coal haul is going well
and we’re ahead of schedule on our
ash haul.
Scott Lind
President and COO

A big turn-around in Sidney

T
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Except for the mud, a pleasure
Division Reports

W

orland fought the mud and
won to bring in the beets
during the last campaign.
We battled the weather
something fierce beginning in October with record amounts
of rain in Worland turning into
record amounts of mud. It’s only the
second time in five years we’ve had
to chain up to keep running.
Tough circumstances made for
some long, hectic shifts but also
ramped up camaraderie which
helped the crew get the job done.
Excellent employees, improved
weather, a great relationship with the
factory and good sugar content in the
beets made for a decent campaign.
With the beets in, we turned our
attention to several construction
projects. We had equipment and
crews in Grangeville, Idaho, rebuilding highway 162. There were three

jobs around
Twin Falls,
which worked
out well for our
employees who
live there.
The Belknap
job out of
Richfield,
Utah, started May 21. We’re still
hammering away on ten miles of Interstate 70. We will be there until
Sept. 10.
The Belknap crew has been great,
sticking with us even when hours
were shorter than expected. Their
dedication to the company is outstanding and very much appreciated.
We’re back on the beets Sept. 18
and look forward to the start-up with
our seasoned crew.
Leaders of that crew include Jean
Sulzbach and Lyle Geis, who have

been driving for Transystems for a
decade and half, and Ron Weir, a top
loader operator and substitute manager for us for more than 10 years.
They set the standard for our line
employees and are very important to
us along with all the employees for
success at Worland.
Before the sugar beet campaign
begins, there’s time for a little celebration.
We have an eight-day window
sandwiched between the end of construction and the beginning of the
beet haul to salute our employees
and throw them a picnic.
It’s a tight window, but we will
get it done and have some fun. Hope
to see you there.

Greetings from Minnesota

W

Steve Torix, Manager
Rocky Mountain Division

e are gearing up for an
early start and a fairly large
crop.
We have some pretty exciting news in the Minnesota

Division.
First, we have purchased twentyeight new
2013 Freightliner Cascadia
tractors.
These are
awesome tractors, with
DD13 Detroit
engines, excellent visibility,
See MINNESOTA, Next page
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A Transystems tractor is ready to roll for Minnesota’s parade
season.
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‘Loss free’ is not a dream

T

By RICH CARL
Vice President of Safety

he Minnesota Division’s
success in safety is
worth celebrating and
draws attention to Transystems’ safety process.
The Minnesota Division completed the entire 2011-2012
campaign without a single industrial
injury. Bravo.
The technicians in the Renville
shop have topped the division’s
record. As of press time, the
Renville shop has completed 546
consecutive work days without an
industrial injury. They’ve done well
working together, looking out for
one another and educating shop visitors about safety procedures.
The Minnesota Division and, especially, the Renville shop crew,

Minnesota

Continued from Page 12
satellite radios, and many other
driver amenities. Transystems signature green is once again the truck
color of choice.
We also purchased two new Komatsu 470 loaders and two very lowhour Komatsu 470 loaders from our
Idaho Division. The loaders are a
nice upgrade to our fleet.
Our technicians have been working hard to prepare our equipment
for the upcoming campaign.
Some of the summer maintenance
projects include reinforcement of the
rear cone of the trailers to limit some
stress cracking, upgrading enclosed
heated boxes to house dump valves,
upgrading fifth wheel plates, and improving the Ropa beet reloader.

demonstrate that loss free is not a
dream.

Better audits mean
fewer losses

The safety audit program has
made a tremendous contribution to
Transystems’ people.
The safety audit identifies “leading” indicators – conditions we can
correct before they contribute to a
loss.
The safety audit process stumbled
a bit during the last sugar beet campaign. We aim to improve the safety
audit process by making several
changes.
First, we will test and introduce an
electronic safety audit. This program
will make auditing easier and faster.
More importantly, this program
will get audit results to managers
more quickly. (We will keep the
paper audit form for those who pre-

Our specialized equipment requires upgrades to make our loaders
and tractors ready, including business band radios and Trimble installations. We will be ready for the
start of the new campaign.
It is crucial that we are able to
keep in contact with you. If you
change your phone number or address, please contact the office immediately.
Even during the off-season, we
enjoy calling to stay in touch, and
mailing letters, memos and invitations. It is always good to know
what employees are up to and to let
you know of events, such as the
company picnic and parades.
We made it the entire business
year without a single industrial injury. Awesome!

Leading Safety
Goals for the Next
12 Months

1. Identify hazards using
the safety audit system.
2. Correct hazards.
3. Communicate corrections.
4. Identify the root
causes of losses by addressing environment,
equipment, people, and
process.
fer it.)
We will do better at correcting unsafe conditions. Also, we will do a
better job of communicating corrections.
Why am I so excited about these
things?
This tells me our employees believe in safety.
Everyone was able to go home
safely at the end of each work day.
Every day when our employees
come to work, they are thinking
about their safety and that of the
people around them.
I believe this same attitude and
behavior carries on to home life.
I am excited for this campaign to
get underway.
With new equipment, a large crop,
and employees who believe in
safety, we are setting ourselves up
for another successful year.

Mike Rood, Manager
Minnesota Division
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Babies, brides and bike rides
Good news

Good news came in twos at the
Service Center. Two births and two
weddings were celebrated recently.
Gibson
Miles Franks
was born May
16, 2012, to
Kari and Jeremy Franks.
Gibson
weighed 7
pounds 9
ounces and was 21 inches long.
The baby’s name has a story all its
own. The Franks live across the
street from a Great Falls landmark,
Gibson Park, and Jeremy has worked
around Gibson Reservoir in Montana
for years. Hence, Gibson. “We used
Miles for the middle name because
we both like to run and Nordic ski
putting in the miles,” Kari noted.
Daniel Caddis Rice was born to
Transystems President and COO Scott Lind presents Rich
Errol and Stacy
Carl, Vice President of Safety, with a painting in appreciation
Rice on July 20.
Daniel weighed
of Rich’s 25 years of service to the company.
in at 10 pounds
5 ounces and
was 22 inches
long. He joins
an older brother,
Valon, and sister, Isis.
There were two weddings in July
at the Service Center. On blisteringly
hot July 7, Tondra Silver married
Floyd Stiffler in an outdoor ceremony.
Nolan Teel married Brandi Donahue on July 21.
Barb Albro had two reasons to
celebrate recently. She earned her
PHOTO COURTESY GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE
bachelor’s degree in accounting from
the University of Great Falls and was
recognized for outstanding achieve- The Service Center’s Barb Albro celebrated two accomplishments
recently. She received her bachelor’s degree and undertook a
ment in accounting.

25 years at Transystems

Continued on the next page
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grueling bike ride for a good cause.
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Birthdays and barbecues
“I couldn’t have done it without
the support of my husband Paul and
son, Kyle, and family and friends,”
she said. In June, Barb rode 50 miles
in the Cruise for Kids bike ride to
raise money to buy bicycles for children. She plans to ride 100 miles for
Special Olympics in September.

A different kind of ride

On Aug. 22, Scott Lind sets out
on a two-day Ride for Respect, a
fundraiser for Special Olympics.
Scott dreamed up the ride to raise
money for the organization.
Motorcyclists start in Billings and
travel to Livingston, then on to the
north entrance of Yellowstone National Park. From there, they ride
across the northeast section of the
park and over the scenic Beartooth
Highway to Red Lodge, ending at
Rock Creek Resort. Day two takes
riders up the Beartooth and over the
Chief Joseph Scenic Highway for an
afternoon arrival back in Billings at
another Special Olympics event.
“I wanted to create an event nice
enough to get participants enthused
about raising at least $1,000 for Special Olympics,” Scott said. Sounds
like he did.
Happy Birthday!

August 1: SCOTT R LAMBERT,
BRADLEY LOGE, GARY MELIN,
ROGER NELSON, CHUCK ROGERS
August 2: WILLIAM BRUMMETT,
ROBERT NEISEN, CHRIS WARD
August 3: DAVID MOLL , DALE
SCHONAUER
August 4: DONALD RUNKLE,
BRADLEY WILKERSON
August 5: DAVID BERG, JACOB
BETTS, SHANNON RIPLEY
August 6: BRYAN BOURDON, BARRY
COWARD, ALEX HYNDMAN
August 7: DAVID EISCHENS, JACK
GOODHUE, ERIC HALL
August 8: JOSEPH BRUGGEMAN,
RICHARD WOSICK
August 10: JAMES AALDERKS,
RANDY ALDERMAN, LANNIE FROST,
JOSEPH REED, DAN RICE
August 11: DAVID BUSSLER, JOEL
GARRISON, SEAN NURMI, TERRANCE PETERKA, LONNIE
STEVENS
August 12: DALICE ROGER HILL,
MAURISIO JUAREZ, BOJAN SEN-

More wedding bells, babies

Two weddings were celebrated in
Idaho. Dirk Torix married Cheyenne
Call on May 19. His brother, Derek
Torix, will wed fellow Transystems
employee Coral Kidd on Aug. 4. In

GER, JIMMY STONE
August 13: DANIEL GOMEZ GARCIA,
DAVID LIETZ, ALFRED NELSEN
August 14: TROY DENNIS, SHAWN
GREENLEAF, SCOTT LIND,
KEVIN J MISKA, LUKE SMITH
August 15: WAYNE CLARK, VANCE
GERALD THORESON
August 16: CHARLES LIETZ, LLOYD
WATSON, RANDALL WIELER
August 17: MARK DOOLEY ,
THOMAS HAVERKAMP, GEORGE
KNEZOVICH, RUBEN PEREZ, KENNETH SEIM, RYAN SOBERASKI,
JEREMIAH WISHARD
August 18: JOSE CHAIREZ
August 20: EARL FEUCHT, TONDRA
STIFFLER, DAMIAN USELMAN
August 21: MARTIN DE LA RIVA,
ROBERT FREEMAN, GREGORY
LAVINE, OSCAR LOPEZ, BRAD POPPEN, RICHARD REEDY, BRENDON
SIEMS
August 22: STEVEN FLYGARE, DELBERT MILAM, RYAN SORENSEN
August 23: WILLIAM CAIN, GILBERT
TREVINO
August 24: CHRISTOPHER KYLES,
CALEB MOWL , DANA THOMAS

August 25: HUGH BROWN, BLAIR
CHRISTENSEN, KORY KIECKER
August 26: KIM FREDRICKSON, JOE
JESSOP
August 27: LAWRENCE FAIRBANKS,
JOSHUA HORGEN, COLTON
KUPITZ, DONALD MCENTARFER,
JOSE PEREZ
August 28: PHILIP ALTEPETER,
KRISTOFFER HELM
August 29: THOMAS CROSBY, RANDALL ELLIOTT, MATT WALLACE
August 30: HEITHZEEL ROJAS CARRILLO, DELBERT GOMEZ, POLLY
MEJIA, DOYLE NARRY
August 31: EDIE BALES, THOMAS L
BASCOM
September 1: VICTOR CERNYAR,
RUBEN GUILLEN
September 2: COREY BLAKE,
MICHAEL GLUCH, JEFFREY SIMPSON, RANDY WENTZ
September 3: CALVIN CLEMMER
September 4: KEVIN KASPROWICZ,
KENNETH WHEAT
September 5: MURREL MAHAN,
CHRISTIAN WEILAND
September 6: RICHARD BEIGHLEY,
LOWELL MAGES

ABOVE: RRV Division Safety
Manager Dave Elsing visits
with some of the three to four
dozen veterans and family
members who attended the
first Serving Those That
Served picnic in Grand Forks.
Two more picnics are planned.
LEFT: Scott and Theresa Lind
are ready to ride for Special
Olympics

the Red River Valley Division, Jodie
Jorgensen’s son, Aaron Jorgensen, is
marrying Lindsay Schmidt on Aug. 4
in Bismarck, N.D. Two babies arrived in Idaho. Ryan Fiala and Joel
Garrison both became fathers again.

September 7: CHRISTOPHER ALLEN,
CHRISTOPHER LAFRENIERE,
AMBER MOYER, MARK SMITH
September 8: SAMUEL ARMAS,
GEORGE DREWICKE, TOBY KUNCE,
WILLIAM PEARSON, SUSAN STANDLEE
September 9: MICHAEL BOWER,
SHAYNE HYDE
September 10: ROBERT SMITH,
RANDY WAREBERG
September 11: CHANCY LEWIS,
DOUGLAS MCCLELLAN, NATHAN
PURRINGTON, MURRAY VAUGHN
September 12: ESTEBAN CASTANEDA , STEVEN DAILEY, CARL L
GREEN, MIKE LOKKEN, DAVID E
TANNER
September 13: NATASHA ALBRIGHT,
KATIE JO GALLAND, HUMBERTO
JAIME GARCIA, JESSICA LANDE,
ROGER SHAVER, MARTIN SHOOPMAN, TRACIE TAYLOR
September 14: MICHAEL BANGLE
September 15: CRUIZ BALES,
MICHAEL LEON FEHLMAN,
September 16: OVIDIU BEZMAN,
TOMAS GARCIA, LYLE GEIS,
GUY HOVDE, AMIL JENSEN HOWES,

JESUS CARLOS VILLARREAL
September 17: ALLEN WRIGHT, TIMOTHY MCKERN,
IKROMZHON SHAMSHIDINOV,
September 18: RICK DICKMAN, JEREMY NOWAK, NOELLA PEGRAM,
VINCE TOWNE,
September 19: JERY GILLASPY, REBECCA PORTER, STANLEY WALZ,
JOHN WELKER, RICHARD YOUNG
September 20: LARRY BIRCH, JULIAN ESPINOZA, RANDAL MERGENTHAL, DARWIN SOMSEN
September 22: EVA MORENO, BJORN
SORGAARD
September 23: GERALD THEENER
September 24: AARON LITZ, JAMES
STULTS
September 25: SANDRA BERLIN
September 26: TOM BASTIAN, KENNETH BURGEMEISTER
September 27: ANDREW ANDERSON, JEFFREY KRUEGER
September 28: GEORGE BELANUS,
TIFFANY HODGSON, JUSTIN
KOWALSKI
September 29: STEVEN FLOYD,
MARK HEDER, JAME HOFSTADER
September 30: ROBERT JORDAHL
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Parting shot

Transystems uses live bottom trailers fitted with conveyor belts to move coal in Sidney.
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